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Below are the compiled the questions and answers from our Smith Leonard 2020 CPE Event that came 
through the Q&A or chat functions during the program.  

Economic Update Questions 

1.) Could you talk about the "Amazon effect" on inflation? The ease of comparing prices -closer to 
perfect pricing information. Are these Amazons/Ebays more influential to inflation than the fed? 
As you correctly point out the “Amazon effect” has had a strong impact on price transparency.  I 
would suspect that Amazon and other broadly used platforms do hold prices in check more so 
than in the past.  I would point out though that when we talk about inflation, it is a measure of 
good and services with various components.  A few of the larger components of benchmark 
inflation rates outside of traditional goods where we would see the Amazon effect take into 
consideration spending on Housing (about 33%), Transportation (17%), and medical care (5%).  As 
technology continues to disrupt these segments of the economy we could argue that they too will 
become more ‘efficiently priced’.   
 
Your point about it being more influential that the Fed in managing inflation is an interesting one 
and goes to highlight the difficulty the Fed has had in creating their desired inflation 
levels.  Historically speaking a big driver of inflation as we think about it has been wage 
growth.  When wages have grown 4%+ in the past, companies have often then passed their higher 
wage bills onto the consumer in the form of higher prices.  If I were to forecast inflation, I would 
keep an eye not only on unemployment levels but also on wages and how they are growing.  As 
was pointed out in the presentation this relationship isn’t as robust as it was from 1960-1980, but 
there is still a somewhat positive relationship here. 
 

2.) The federal deficit seems appropriate if consumer spending is down.  Do either presidential 
candidates address getting the deficit down in the next 5 years, or plan to reduce the overall 
debt level? 
I agree that fiscal stimulus is needed most and is most effective when economic production is 
down.  I also agree that given the nature of the response to the crisis with large swathes of the 
economy shut down earlier this year, the fiscal response was needed to keep consumer income 
levels at a place so as not to create long term scarring effects on the economy.  The rhetoric 
coming out of both sides (at least as far I can tell so far) has mainly been focused on the recovery 
and making sure the economy continues to progress.  That’s not to say that at some point in the 
hopefully not too distant future that serious debt management conversations will have to take 
place regardless of which candidate emerges in a few weeks’ time.   
 

 Audit Update Questions 

1.) Is the adoption date for the lease standard 2020 or 2022?  
For nonpublic entities, the new lease guidance is effective for calendar year 2022.  This deferral 
happened during 2020 with ASU 2020-05. 
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2.) To further question the last comment on the leases for small businesses...do we have an out not 

to implement?  Is it materiality? 
Unfortunately there is no option not to implement at this time, it was only deferred to 2022 for 
nonpublic entities.  However, that is not to say that in discussions with your accountant, you could 
determine that the leases you have are not material.  Keep in mind that materiality is not 
addressed in US GAAP (only in IFRS), but practically speaking, I think you will see materiality come 
into play. 
 

3.) When considering the lease reporting requirements, do you believe this is beneficial for small 
companies?   
Most owners and businesses I have worked with on this topic see it as an accounting process that 
is not helping their business.  What have you experienced?   FASB indicated that they believe ASC 
842 more fairly presents the economic substance of the underlying transaction.  The guidance was 
intended to improve comparability among financial statements and to converge US GAAP with 
IFRS.  However, we have also noticed that many small business owners differ with this view, 
similar to what you are experiencing.  
 

4.) Copier companies often have a lease type format, so how do you dig that out when you don’t get 
the information?  
You can elect not to separate non-lease components from lease components and use the total 
cost to determine your operating lease asset and liability to simplify the accounting.  This is one of 
the practical expedients that can be taken advantage of, but keep in mind that these expedients 
are typically intended to be applied as an all or nothing, or sometimes can be applied to classes of 
assets. 
 

Tax Update Questions 

1.) Is there any talk of the FFCRA being extended beyond 12/31/20? 
To my knowledge, there hasn't been any discussion of extending the FFCRA provisions. 
 

2.) "Cannot include service employees" in the employee retention credit. Does this apply to all 
employees deemed "essential"?  
From what I understand, it does. 
 

3.) Does the Biden proposal remove the $10k cap on state & local taxes as part of the expanded 
itemized deductions? 
It does eliminate the $10k cap on SALT. 
 

4.) Roth cap is 7000?   
Roth IRA cap is $7,000 if 50 or older, $6,000 if younger than 50. 
 

5.) Is the unemployment that people are receiving taxable?   
Unemployment is taxable. 
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6.) Considering the uncertainty around forgiveness and tax implications, what is the downside of 
waiting until there is more clarity?  If a loan is not forgiven in the current tax year, the expenses 
used for PPP forgiveness can be deducted. then wait for treasury guidance. Any thoughts?  
Not getting forgiveness until 2021 does not necessarily mean you can deduct the 2020 expenses – 
that is exactly the type of guidance we are waiting on.  But if you wait until 2021, at least there’s a 
chance that you wouldn’t have disallowance until 2021 (if forgiven in 2020, you must disallow 
expenses in 2020, unless further guidance comes out). 
  

7.) Does the conversion to ROTH have to be lower than 6K for 2020? Or there is no limit for 
conversion?  
No limit for conversion...limit on current year contribution. 
 

8.) Is unemployment not considered 'earned wages' for a Roth or IRA deduction? 
Correct, unemployment is not considered earned income for IRA purposes. 

 

Cybersecurity Update Questions 

1.) Does locking the computer do anything to protect beyond protection from kids and pets? 
Locking the computer protects the laptop or desktop itself from outside users. It doesn't protect it 
from hacking the device however.   
 

2.) How do you check a security protocol on your home network? 
That can be tough question to answer but some of the secure protocols to make sure you're using 
are WPA2 for wireless, SSHv2 for command line access. Most vendors for home network gear have 
become pretty good at automatically implementing secure protocols so you could go with their 
recommendations. The most important thing to do for home networks is to auto-update the 
device, vendors such as Netgear, D-Link, Linksys, etc., will automatically update those protocols. 
You may also be able to see the security protocol by clicking on the configuration settings for your 
network on the wireless device or the computing device. 
 

3.) Any comments on backing up personal computers on the cloud, or a recommended provider? 
There are some great cloud companies out there to backup your personal computers. Carbonite, 
Acronis, iDrive work well. For photos only something like Apple's backup, Google photos, Microsoft 
OneDrive work well. I think backing up your personal devices to the cloud is fine and there are 
many reputable cloud providers for that.  If it is a company device, I recommend working with your 
IT or IS department for their recommendation.   

 

4.) What password app would you recommend?  
Look at apps like LastPass or KeePass. LastPass is one of only two applications approved by Apple 
and can also be added to your iPhone. They do have a learning curve, especially KeePass, but they 
tend be the easiest to learn. There are a lot of very good password managers at varying price 
points. There are some differences in features but more similarities than differences.  A couple of 
examples are Dashlane; KeePass; Keeper and many others. 
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5.) What assurance do we have that our company secured data is protected and backdoor entrance 
into our system at a later date does not occur from companies like TCDI? 
One of the best ways to test your network (company) is through a Penetration test. Basically you 
hire a firm that actively attempts to hack into your company from the outside, or even from the 
inside. This will test your security controls as well as test your policies.  Typically TCDI wouldn't 
have user access to a client network.  Your best protections, however, would involve good access 
controls and multi-factor authentication. 

 
6.) Can you give me another example of patching? 

Updating software or operating systems are the most typical examples of patching.  These updates 
apply the most recent security fixes and updates to correct vulnerabilities that may have been 
discovered over time. Patching normally refers to Operating Systems like Windows 8, 10 or your 
Apple devices like Macs. In a corporate environment it normally refers to patching your servers 
that run the applications your company uses. Twice a month Microsoft issues patches and those 
'patches' should normally be applied as quickly as possible. However, patching can also refer to 
your network devices (firewalls, routers, Wireless Routers or Access Points) and those devices also 
have updates that need to be applied. 

 
Culture Panel Questions 

1.) Has anyone experienced covid in the workplace?  What are protocols you’re implementing?   
Have a documented protocol what to do if: a high temperature upon arrival, possible exposure 
from a family member, reporting test results, doctor's notes to return to work after a test, etc.   
We are back in the office with masks and social distancing but we have a Covid protocol when 
someone has had contact with Covid where they work from home while waiting for Covid test 
results.  We found a doctor in Burlington that now has rapid tests so there is no longer a 3 day wait. 

 


